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Keep this product out of reach from small children.
WARNING

-Safety Precautions-

○PATLITE can not be held responsible for any damage to the internal data downloaded to 
this product, regardless of the cause of damage.

○This product has not been tested with devices that are not PATLITE products.
○The contents of this manual are subject to change without prior notice.
○The SD Card logo is a registered trademark.

Thank you very much for purchasing this PATLITE product. Please be sure 
to read the manual throughly before using this product. Should you have 
any questions regarding this product, please contact your local PATLITE 
representative.

WARNING
CAUTION

This symbol indicates that failure to follow cooresponding instructions 
properly may lead to death or serious injury.
This symbol indicates that failure to follow corresponding instructions 
properly may lead to injury or property damage.

◆Overview of symbols
This symbol indicates actions that should ALWAYS be performed.

This symbol indicates actions that should NEVER be performed.

Do not take this product apart.

Before resetting this product to factory settings, ensure that there are no 
important files left in the SD card.  *When resetting, all data will be removed 
from the card.

CAUTION

Do not touch or put metal near the contact points of this product.  
*This could cause damage to the internal data.

This product is an electronic equipment. Do not attempt to bend, drop, 
or put excessive force on this product.  *This could cause damage to the 
internal data.

Do not leave this product in wet or corrosive environments.  *This could 
cause damage to the internal data.

Do not attempt to remove the SD card or turn your device off while file 
import/export is in progress.  *This could cause damage to the internal data.

CAUTION
◆Saving Data
This product is equipped with non-volatile memory. Incorrect use of this 
product could lead to internal data damage. Please be sure to follow the proper 
handling instructions noted on this manual.
* PATLITE can not be held responsible for any damage to the internal data 
downloaded to this product, regardless of the cause of damage. To avoid 
permanent data loss, please be sure to keep backup files of the data that is 
loaded to this product.

◆Regarding SD Card Formatting
This product is formatted. When reformatting this product, please refer to 
formatting instructions of the device/software that you are using this product 
with.
* When formatting, be sure to use either FAT12 or FAT16 file systems.
* Depending on formatting conditions, there is a possibility that the data stored 
in the SD card cannot be read if the format is not supported by this product. To 
avoid formatting issues, please make sure that your OS is compatible with 
FAT12/FAT16 formatting, or that you use the formatting tool that is provided 
by the SD Association (link below).
https://www.sdcard.org/downloads/formatter/index.html
(Note: formatting tool requires administrative rights)
* When formatting, all internal data will be removed. Please be sure to back up 
any important files in this device before formatting.

◆Do not put labels or stickers on this product.

◆Inserting and removing this product
・Please be sure that this SD card is facing the correct direction when inserting it 
into your device.
・Do not insert this product inside anything other than SD card slots.
・Do not attempt to remove the SD card while file import/export is in progress.
    * This could cause damage to the internal data.
* For more information, please refer to the instructions of the device/software 
that you are using this product with.

About the SD Card
This product conforms to SDMI(Secure Digital Music Initiative) Standards.
◆Regarding Copyright
This product is equipped with copyright protection. You must use this product 
with a compatible device/software in order to use the copyright protection 
function.
* To see if your device is compatible, please refer to the instructions of the 
device/software that you are using this product with.

◆Regarding write protection
The write protection tab prevents the contents in the SD card from being edited.

Writable Read-only
* Slide the write protector tab all the way towards each end to lock/unlock.

Write protection tab

Disclaimer

Model Number
Product Specifications

SDV-2GP
Operating Temperature Range -25℃ ～ 85℃

External Dimensions 24×32×2.1mm

O95100066_01_EN

◆Overview of symbols

This product is a choking hazard if swallowed.

Do not modify this product or take it apart, as it could cause fires.


